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Beautiful matte cover journal with 200 pages to write down your thoughts, ideas,
quotes, notes... let it inspire the creative side of you. It makes a perfect gift for your
family, friends and co-workers or yourself! It's the perfect size to throw in a purse or bag
to pull out whenever inspiration strikes!
This pretty, inspirational ruled notebook is perfect for personal use. It is also a great gitf
idea for your family and friends. A Grateful Heart is a Happy Heart!
A super cute gift for girls and trendy design lovers. This notebook features a crown and
pineapple pattern design with the trendy quote - Be a Pineapple, Stand Tall, Wear a
Crown and Be Sweet on the Inside. large 8.5"x11" letter size 100 composition style
lined and numbered pages glossy soft cover wipes clean easily You can use this
notebook for collecting quotes, bucket lists, to do's, gratitude journaling, dream
journaling, morning pages and many more writing ideas and collections. Be inspired
every time you see your notebook and get creative today!
This is a positive uplifting story that will appeal to children and people of all ages. The
pineapple serves as metaphorical character that has an important lesson to teach.
Inspiration for this book came from the popular quote, "Be a Pineapple, Stand Tall,
Wear a Crown and Be Sweet on the Inside" by Katherine Gaskin.
*Be A Pineapple, Stand Tall, Wear A Crown And Be Sweet Inside*Notebook is a great
gift can you give to yourself or to your dear person for get more motivation & inspiration
every time when you looking it and every time when you do the funny things like Travel
- activity school - Work - cooking - trip....... You can create the amazing things with your
super ideas for increase the creativity and be sure you will enjoy it and also you will be
so proud of yourself, that's all everyone want. Perfect size to carry with you 6x9 in 120
adorable lined pages A Good quote on the cover Achieve Your Goals Journal For relax
and Organize the Life Special gift for anyone in anytime Many uses Good Luck !
Cute and Trendy Pineapple Design Notebook This journal makes a great gift for trendy
design lovers featuring a pineapple pattern design with beautiful lettering of quote - Be
a Pineapple, Stand Tall, Wear a Crown and Be Sweet on the Inside. Great for taking
school notes, list making and personal journaling. 8.5 x 11 inches 100 wide-ruled lined
pages numbered pages for easy referencing glossy paperback cover Check out all our
other composition notebooks for more designs!
Be A Pineapple - Stand Tall, Wear a Crown, and Be Sweet Inside This fun, motivational
daily planner makes a fun gift for back to school, Christmas, birthdays, and more.
Features: Daily entries (undated, so you can start using your planner any time!) To do
list Priorities Notes Get organized today with this fun and inspirational planner!
A motivational pineapple journal notebook which can help you to recording your
thoughts, your goals, your challenges, making your to-do lists and organizing your day.

A 52-week organizer and planner - customizable for your needs! Each week has
a 2 page-spread including: a checklist, to organize and prioritize tasks for the
week lined areas for notes, observations, priorities, reminders, gratitude whatever you need big boxes - for goals, priorities, affirmations, doodles The
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pages are undated - add your own so you can begin using this planner whenever
you'd like. At 8.5 x 11 inches, this is the perfect size - big enough to fit your ideas
and to do list, but small enough to fit in your bag, purse, or backpack. Scroll up
and get one today - and get one as a gift for a friend!
On Sale Now $5.99 (Regular Price $12.99) Having a rough day? This coloring
book is an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress. If you enjoy
coloring, then this Color Me Relaxed coloring book is perfect for you. The BEST
gift for anyone who loves coloring. This wonderful book is the perfect way to give
your friends or someone special in your life in a simple and thoughtful way!
Suitable for any occasion, or just because... Included in Your Color Me Relaxed
Coloring Book: Beach Scene Images: Unique quality hand drawn by the artist
that you will find relaxing to color and inspirational quote for motivation. 8.5 x 11
Inch: The perfect size for a coloring book to enjoy! High-quality paper: Bright
white paper with a clean modern design. Benefits You Will Get from This Book:
Hand and Eye Coordination Relaxation and Patience Focus Knowledge
Confidence Motor Skill Development Creative Self Expression Color Recognition
Therapeutic Relaxation Stress Relief This wonderful coloring book is perfect for
every age and skill level. You don't need to be an expert artist. It's a beginner
friendly coloring book. Your skills will grow as you color. Unwind and give
yourself a peace of mind. Order now!
Looking for a cute and funny gift or a cool notebook for yourself? Grab this Be a
Pineapple: Stand Tall, Wear a Crown, Be Sweet Journal and let it bring some
good vibes into your life.This is a multi-purpose notebook that can be used for
taking notes, writing down any important data, tasks organizer, daily planner,
activity tracker, recipe book, travel journal, and many more.Have you started any
important personal life projects this year? Use this cool notebook to set up your
goals, track progress, check milestones and motivate yourself.Quality lined
writing journal with 120 pages and size of 6X9 inch.
A super cute gift for girls and trendy design lovers. This notebook features a
crown and pineapple pattern design with the trendy quote - Be a Pineapple,
Stand Tall, Wear a Crown and Be Sweet on the Inside.Size 6"x9"100 linedMatte
coverYou can use this notebook for collecting quotes, bucket lists, to do's,
gratitude journaling, dream journaling, morning pages and many more writing
ideas and collections. Be inspired every time you see your notebook and get
creative today!
A Wonderful Teacher Gift Under 10.00!If you're looking for a cute gift or
searching for a great notebook for yourself or other, This motivational and
inspiration Be A Pineapple - Stand Tall, Wear a Crown, and Be Sweet Inside
Notebook makes a memorable (and useful) gift for anyone . Because this
adorable ruled/lined notebook has a memorable witty quote on the cover,
everyone will be inspired and motivated each time someone pull it out. In
addition, the witty cover is sure to be a crowd pleaser. How many compliments
will you get from friends, classmates, or coworkers when they see your new
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notebook?Could you benefit from a bit motivation? What could you do with more
creativity? With more organization? Notebooks provide this and more. If you want
to take things to the next level, then imagine how quickly and easily things will
seem come together when you use the Be A Pineapple - Stand Tall, Wear a
Crown, and Be Sweet Inside Notebook!Stop and think about the many ways you
can use such a cool notebook. Start on a magical journey of inspiration, creativity
and adventure today and buy the Be A Pineapple - Stand Tall, Wear a Crown,
and Be Sweet Inside Notebook.
WEEKLY PLANNER | GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR LIFE "Think of a ship
with the complete voyage mapped out and planned. The captain and crew know
exactly where the ship is going and how long it will take - it has a definite goal.
And 9,999 times out of 10,000, it will get there. Now let's take another ship and
just like the first and only let's not put a crew on it, or a captain at the helm. Let's
give it no aiming point, no goal, and no destination. We just start the engines and
let it go. I think you'll agree that if it gets out of the harbor at all, it will either sink
or wind up on some deserted beach and a derelict. It can't go anyplace because
it has no destination and no guidance. It's the same with a human being." ~ Earl
Nightingale If you seek better organization you're sailing in the right direction.
This no nonsense organizer is a great way to collect your thoughts and plan for
the days activities. This means you'll be prepared for the days activities and more
successful in your efforts. Imagine using the Be A Pineapple Undated Weekly
Planner and organizer to map out and plan your voyage through life! How would
your life improve from from having better direction? Stop wandering aimlessly
through life. Start on a course of happiness and accomplishment now! Task Lists
Because you want the most out of life, you need to optimize your time and
activities. Plan your week out and layout important meetings and events in a
weekly calendar. Once you are organized, excuses become a thing of the past.
Record and keep track of weekly accomplishments to make sure you're on top of
your game delivering when it counts. 56 Week Undated Planner Contains space
for 56 weeks worth of activities. Dates are left blank so you can fill in as needed.
2017 and 2018 calendars are provided to assist with key dates and long-term
planning. Habit Tracker for Self-Improvement Now that you're conquering the
world, you need to make sure to take care of yourself with daily reminders to take
care of yourself and develop good habits. Track habits relating to mental and
physical health, self-improvement or relationship building. Also includes a link to
download a free PDF version of our monthly habit tracker. Notes Each week has
a space for recording notes or inspirations. Or, use this space for journaling to
clear your mind and unleash your creativity. Journaling evokes mindfulness.
Increased mindfulness means a greater sense of well being along with improved
physical mental health. This leads to reduced depression, anxiety, and stress.
How will you benefit from a greater state of mindfulness you achieve from
journaling in the Be A Pineapple Undated Weekly Planner? The Perfect Gift Buy
one for yourself and give one to a friend who needs to "Be Sweet and Get Their
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Stuff Together!" What Really Matters? Think about how important things gets
done. Whether you're building a bridge or sending someone into space...the stuff
that really matters gets organized and planned! Your life is no different. Stop
limiting yourself and start becoming someone who matters by using the Be A
Pineapple Undated Weekly Planner today. Because you matter! Buy Now, and
Begin Organizing Your Life Today With This Great Organizer and Planner. Click
the Buy button at the top of the page to begin.
Be A Pineapple Quote Notebook | Cute Gifts for GirlfriendIf you're looking for a
cute gift or searching for a great notebook for yourself, you'll love the Be A
Pineapple - Stand Tall, Wear a Crown, and Be Sweet Inside Notebook. Because
this adorable ruled/lined notebook has a memorable witty quote on the cover,
you'll be inspired and motivated each time you pull it out. In addition, the witty
cover is sure to be a crowd pleaser. How many compliments will you get from
friends, classmates, or coworkers when they see your new notebook?
Be A Pineapple Stand Tall Wear A Crown And Be Sweet Inside Notebook
Inspirational Quote - Pineapple Notebook. Softcover, 6x9 notebook, 200 lined pages.
Using the common yet comical debate topic of "Does Pineapple go with Pizza?" Jude Navas
expresses with melodic rhyme the beauty in each and every relationship. Enjoy a humorous
perspective with charming illustrations. This story will be loved by tiny tots, to millennials, and
above.
? What's not to like? Cheerful pineapples bright happy colors fun summer pattern This super
fun and decorative pineapple notebook is perfect for lists at home, notes in the office or even
as a daily diary. Take it along with you on vacation and use it as a travel journal! Makes a great
gift to for teachers, teens or kids too. Say thanks and give as a hostess gift or simply enjoy it
for yourself.
PINEAPPLES: AN ADULT COLORING BOOK: A Pineapples Coloring Book for Adults *An
awesome collection of pineapple coloring patterns *Perfect for relaxation and stress relief *2
copies of each image, for two chances to color! *Rad original designs, from Gemma Gonzalez
If you're looking for a cute gift or searching for a great notebook you just found one she will
love-110 High quality paper -6"x 9" dimensions-lightweight and portable size to fits in any bag
Use this pineapple journal with lines to record your thoughts, make a list of goals, take notes,
capture your brilliant ideas, celebrate your achievements, write down what inspires you, reflect
on your day. This multi-purpose journal can be used for anything you want to use it for.
Be a Pineapple - Stand Tall, Wear a Crown, and Be Sweet InsideNotebook
This pretty, inspirational ruled notebook is perfect for personal use. It is also a great gitf idea
for your family and friends. A Grateful Heart is a Happy Heart.

Increase the Effectiveness of Your Notes | Organize Your Life Do you enjoy
using a notebook to record notes and tasks? Do you love to capture your latest
inspirations and ideas in a journal? Then you need the Be A Pineapple - Stand
Tall, Wear a Crown, and Be Sweet Inside notebook! Laptop Or Paper? Believe it
or not, paper notebooks are as relevant today as they were 25 years ago.
Technology promises to make our lives more productive. Indeed, some things
are faster and easier than ever. Unfortunately, a lot of technology is designed for
the task, not for the user. As a result, people are able to take more notes
(transcribe), yet understand less. Have you ever taken copious notes in a class
or meeting using your computer only to realize afterwards you still didn't
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understand? Taking notes on paper forces you to synthesize rather than merely
transcribe. Because you desire comprehension and understanding rather than
simple transcription, the Be A Pineapple Notebook is a must. Studies Prove the
Benefits of Paper Notebooks Based on a study conducted at UCLA, the
Association for Psychological Science proclaimed "taking notes by hand is better
than taking notes on a laptop". Will you take advantage of this knowledge to gain
an edge on your competition at school, work, or business? How will better
understanding by using the Be A Pineapple Notebook make things easier for
you? Organize Your Life Get rid of the scraps of paper with important tasks,
notes, and phone numbers written on them. Use the Be A Pineapple Notebook to
neatly organize your life. Improve Your Memory Scientific studies show writing
notes helps you remember better. Remember, you're not taking notes to refer to
later, you're writing it down to remember it now! Manage Your Budget Imagine
how much better your finances will be once you begin to track your spending and
using it to stick to your budget! Improve Your Creativity Have you ever had an
earth shattering idea or inspiration? Have you ever forgotten it a few minutes
later? Think about the increased opportunities you'll have once you begin to
capture those fleeting creative sparks in your Be A Pineapple Notebook. Don't let
your genius ideas escape into the ether. Feel Better By Logging Your Progress
Write down your accomplishments with your hobbies, weight loss, and other life
goals. Use the Be A Pineapple Notebook to look back feel good about yourself
and the great things you've done! What Really Matters? Think about the
importance of your birth certificate, marriage certificate, property deeds, or even
the laws that govern our society...the stuff that really matters goes onto paper!
Buy the Be A Pineapple Notebook today, make what you write matter!
Be a Pineapple Stand Tall Wear a Crown & Be Sweet - Pineapple Diary - this is a
lined notebook. Cute, simple, elegant. 120 pages, high-quality matte cover, and 6
x 9 inches in size.
Journal Composition Notebook Novelty Gift for your friend and family Size 6"x9"
Lined Blank 100 pages white papers A handy blank notebook for taking notes.
Great gift ideas for your friend on any occasion. Oder today!
From the girl who brought you This Girl Loves Series Tees comes a fun new
sketchbook! Use your imagination to draw, sketch, doodle and more with this
awesome book made especially for girls who love pineapples! With 150 pages,
this 8 x 10 sketchbook is perfect for sleepovers, travel and more! Grab yours
today!
Write Down Everything You Need When You Can Consider Yourself As An
Pineapple. Use This Journal To Remember Everything You Need To Do. And
you know when you are a source of inspiration that means a great thing to you.
This Journal is a big part of the self-help movement and are often used by people
who would like to write down their thoughts, often during a particularly
challenging transition in their lives, for example pregnancy, rehabilitation, illness
or therapy. People also like to journal while traveling, taking part in a new activity
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(like a class) or when they're planning something exciting like a wedding or
adoption. Product Details Journal (Diary, Notebook) White journal paper Classic
9 x 6" size 110 pages SOFT COVER with velvety smooth matte feeling Perfect
bound glued spine Professionally printed with rich, saturated cover colors
FUNNY CUTE JOURNAL FOR GIRLS Pretty pineapple journal in watercolor art
style. A beautiful gift for women on any occasion. Perfect for home, school or
work/office. Quality lined journal for writing in. 6X9 inch, 108 pages, lightly lined,
matte softcover
This journal comes in handy for writing anything. Great choice for anyone who
loves going on a summer vacation, jotting down ideas and daily notes, Perfect
buy for any special occasions, events, or holidays
Beautiful Inspirational Journal - Notebook to Write In for Women - for Girls or
Teen Girls- Notebook to write everything about you and you have a place to write
the date and under it there are lines to write in (8.5x11inch 120pages )
Motivate yourself this summer with this fun and inspirational pineapple lined notebook/journal.
This travel-friendly book is perfect for all your writing needs and makes a great gift for birthday,
Christmas, back-to-school and thank you present.
Be a Pineapple Journal This Be A Pineapple - Stand Tall, Wear a Crown, and Be Sweet Inside
makes the perfect gift for Women and Teen Girls
This academic year calendar is perfect for any teacher or parent that wants to keep track of
their kiddos over the next school year. Whether you are an educator trying to stay organized
for the academic year or a parent just trying to stay organized and on top of due dates and
practice times for your children doesn't matter, this planner is a great tool for you to use. 8.5 x
11 size for easy writing and lots of room for notes Daily pages to plan your waking hours. Time
starts at 6AM and ends at 8PM. Perfect bound so pages won't come loose easily Makes a
great gift for any teacher at the end of the school year
Blank Lined Notebook. 5.25 x 8 inches. 80 Pages.
Be A Pineapple Stand Tall Wear a Crown and Be Sweet Inside
Be yourself like Molly Lou Melon no matter what a bully may do. Molly Lou Melon is short and
clumsy, has buck teeth, and has a voice that sounds like a bullfrog being squeezed by a boa
constrictor. She doesn't mind. Her grandmother has always told her to walk proud, smile big,
and sing loud, and she takes that advice to heart. But then Molly Lou has to start in a new
school. A horrible bully picks on her on the very first day, but Molly Lou Melon knows just what
to do about that.
This beautifully designed (and wittily worded) notebook will make you the envy of all of your
friends. Designed for anyone who loves to have a place to express themselves. This one is for
you!
Composition Notebook for elementary, middle, high school or college classes. See our brand,
"Truly Inspired Publishing" to find all the different patterns in many notebook sizes. Be A
Pineapple 100 pages (50 sheets) College Ruled, Lined 7.25 in x 9.5 in (19.05 x 23.495 cm)
Soft, matte finish cover Perfect notebook for class notes, lists, a journal, or a diary
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